
THE LIFE AND "I'V.RITINGS OF AFOLLOS. 

II, 

AN ATIEMPT TO FIX THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE WISDOM OF 
SOLOMON AND THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. 

1. IT seems hardly short of a paradox to attempt 
to construct a biography of Apollos out of the scanty 
materials which the New Testament presents to us. 
That an Alexandrian Jew arrived at Ephesus in A. D •. 

54 or SS, that he went to Corinth shortly afterwards, 
that he . is heard of again at E phesus, and some ten 
years later at Crete ; these are all the outward facts 
of his life with which we have ~o deal. On the 
assumption~for which as yet I can only plead as for 
a tenable hypothesis-that we may ascribe to him 
the authorship of the Book of Wisdom and the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, we have, it will be ad
mitted, much that throws light on the mind and 
character of the man. Combining the facts and the 
hypothesis, estimating the influences which must have 
been at work on him in the several stages of his life 
so as to produce the results which, according to the 
hypothesis, we actually find, we may succeed in 
bringing together the materials for a picture suf
ficiently vivid and distinct, which, if it must, from 
the necessity of the case, renounce the claim to be 
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received as absolutely historical, will yet serve to 
explain phenomena and bring them into their right 
relation to each other. An ideal biography, even if 
it were wholly fictitious, illustrating the progress by 
which an Alexandrian Jew was led to embrace the 
faith of Christ, so far as it represented the currents 
of thought which were then working on men's minds, 
would not, I trust, be altogether without interest. 

2. We may at least assume without extravagance, 
at starting, that the teacher who was set by his 
admirers at Corinth on the same level as St. Paul 
could not have differed much from him as to age. 
Had there been an:y great difference in this respect; 
it would: have been, we may believe, in some way 
referred to by the historian who describes St. Paul 
as "a young man," or by the Apostle who dwells 
upon the "youth" of Timothy. Assumitig St. Pa:ul 
to have been between twenty-one and twenty-eight 
(the limits, according to Philo, of the age of the 
veav{(nco~) at the death of Stephen, this would make 
him between forty-three and fifty at the time when 
the two names of Paul and Apollos are first brought 
into contact, and we shall therefore not be far wrong 
in fixing the birth of the latter as somewhere about 
A.D. I 2- I 9· A Jew born in Alexandria at that period 
would find himself living in the midst of a community 
of his own countrymen in a separate quarter of the 
city, and yet subject to the manifold influences of 
Greek culture. If he belonged to the class that set 
a high value on that culture, he would learn grammar 
and rhetoric from Greek teachers; he would become 
acquainted, at least, with the terms and main ideas 
of the forms of Greek philosophy then dominant; 
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and woula read, at least, selected' portio~s of Greek. 
dramatists arid poets. -Even as a Jew~ ·his education 
and his worship would differ materially from that of 
his brethren in Jerusalem. Though still exulting in 
the old name of Hebrew, the speech of his fathers 
would be comparatively strange to him. · A few 
etymologies of proper names, more .or. l<i!ss ~ccurate, 
-often glaringly inaccurate, would be impressed upon 
him by his teachers, and, in proportion to his igno
rance of the language as a· whole,.would be, treasured 
up by him as precious. But when' he , r~ad the 
Sacred Books of his fathers,. it would be in w.hat we 
have learnt to call the Version of the Seventy. . His 
ignorance -of the speech of Palestine would render 
him unable to correct its numerous errors. It would 
keep' him also from studying the traditions· of the 
elders, the casuistic disputes of Pharisees .and Sad
ducees, 1of Hillel and of Shammai, in the schools of 
Jerusalem. - The temple at Leontopolis would pro
bably for him take the place of that at Jerusalem. 
· : 3· Bu~ pre-emin~nt among the il)lfluem:es ~t work 

on the· mind of a young and thoughtful Alexandrian 
Je~ at this period would .be that of 'the teaching. of 
Bhilo.1 We know but little of _the personal history 
of th;:1t illustrious teacher, but it is clear that he must 
have been the leader of Jewish thought in that city, 
the fourider of a new school of interpretation. His 
position as brother of the A labarches, or magistrate 
of the city, indicates his social influence. The fact 
that he \vas chosen as delegate of the Jews .on the 
occasion of the special mission to the Emperor Caius 
ts evidence that he was regarded, more than· any 

1 Born, circ. B.C. 30 ; died, after A.D. 40. 
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other, ·as their acknowledged representative; that 
they looked on him as likely, through his Hellenic 
culture and persuasive eloquence, to obtain conces· 
sions where others would fail to obtain· them. And 
we must acknowledge that the man was eloquent. 
His extant writings bear every mark of high ela
boration. They appear to have been intended for· 
delivery as lectures-the greater part of them as a 
continuous <;ourse of lectures on the Fiv~ Books of 
Moses. He was, so far, the forerunner of the great 
Masters of the Catechetical school, for which the 
Church of Alexandria was afterwards famous. 
Clement and Origen would hardly have been what 
they were if Philo had not preceded them. vVhile 
Paul was sitting at the feet of Gamaliel, growing 
into the strictest Pharisaism) we . may think of 
Apollos as drinking in new knowledge and wider 
thoughts from the lips of· Philo. · Every page of 
the Sacred Records became full of new meanings. 
The arithmetic, geometry, astronomy of the Greeks 
were brought to bear upon the history of the 
Creation in Gen. i., till it was made to read like 
a ·page from the Tz'mceus ·of Plato. The lit~ral· 
meaning disappears, and an allegory is found at 
every step. Paradise is no garden· upon earth, but 
the supreme element (To ~"fep,ovtKov) of the soul; the 
trees, of which it was full, were ·the ten thousand 
thoughts that fill the mind of mart ; the tree of life 
was Godliness (Beoue{3eta), that of the knowledge of 
good and evil was the " neutral understanding" 
(~ rpp_ovnut<; ~ p.f.un), whjch hovers on the border· land of 
vice and virtue. The serpent was but the symbol 
of pleasure, with its grovelling lusts, crawling on the 
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ground and eating dirt. The.four rivers were but the 
·four great virtues of the Greek schools,-Prudence, 
Temperance, Fortitude, Justice. With a winning 
eloquence, he leads his hearers on to these. and a 
thousand like interpretations, as that which would 
complete their training and raise them out of the 
state of children (v~mo£), in which they had been 
governed by rule and precept taken in their literal 
meaning, to that of full-grown men (T€A.eto£), who were 
capable of a higher knowle<;lge. It was· obvious that 
this attempt to make the records of the remote past 
of the patriarchal age speak the thoughts of the 
schools of Greece involved the risk of the oblitera
tion of what had been most characteristic in them. 
The Messianic hopes, which among the Jews of 
Palestine were growing into ever-clearer distinctness, 
were almost, if not altogether, absent from those of 
Alexandria. Of the high calling of the race of Israel, 
of their probable greatness in the future, Philo has 
something, though not much, to say; but the thought 
of a living personal Christ, even as a conquering 
king, does not come within the horizon of his vision. 
It is entirely absent even from his interpretation of 
the Protevangel of Gen. iii. Wisdom, and that a 
wisdom mainly after the Platonic or Stoic type, is 
with him the ideal at which man ought to aim, the 
supreme end of life. 

4· We have already seen the extent to which the 
mind of him whom we assume to be the writer of 
the two books under review was influt:!nced by this 
teaching,-how it shewed itself in his adhesion to 
.the Greek Version of the .Old Testament, in his alle· 
gorizing turn of thought, in his distinction between 
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elementary and advanced teaching, in the constant 
recurrence of words and phrases and · turns of 
thought which he who has once been under the 
spell of a sweet and subtle eloquence never entirely 
loses. And yet, while we read Philo, '\ve feel, if I 
mistake not, with whatever admiration for his 
skill of speech, that his was not the teaching to 
satisfy a soul· that was in very deed in earnest, and 
had felt the pressure of the world's evil and the 
conviction of its own sin. His well-rounded periods 
would be to such an one what the rhetorical morality 
of Cicero was to Augustine. They wanted the 
element of enthusiasm, of self-devotion. . Philo him
self seems, indeed, to have felt this deficiency, and 
to have pointed to a higher standard than he had 
himself attained as that for more ardent minds to 
aim at. He speaks of the Therapeutc:e and 
Essenes (those who ·gave themselves to the dis
cipline that heals the soul) with a glowing fervour, 
as Grosseteste ·may have spoken to Roger Bacon 
of the followers of Frantis of Assisi. He describes 
their simple life : each dwelling in his cell or 
monastery (the first occurrence, I believe, of a 
word afterwards sofamous); their prayer at sunrise 
and at evening (comp. Wisd. xvi. 28); their study of 
the Sacred Writings; their simple and temperate 
meals; their ablutions and anointings; their Sabbath 
meetings in a common hall, in which men were sepa
rated from women; their antiphonal chants; their holy 
cheerfulness, and, above all, their way of studying the 
Sacred Books so as to find deeper meanings. beneath 
the allegory•of actual facts. Such a life, though not. 
as. E use hi us supposed,. essentially Christian, was yet, 
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like that ~f the ,Essenes in Palestine, a Ttat'iiaryr.Yy6<; el<; 

Xpunov-a discipline preparing men for the reception 
of the higher truth and loftier standard of holiness. 

S· A man such as we suppose Apollos to have 
been could hardly fail to be attracted by such a life, 
could hardly be under its influence (if he joined 
such a· community) without some deepening of his 
spiritual being, some consciousness of the element in 
his own nature which rebelled against' it, some 
struggle like that through which St. Paul p<issed 
when a bitter experience revealed to him that he 
had a baser self struggling with his higher mind 'and 
bringing him into captivity to the law of sin. But we 
must remember that an ascetic community of this 
kirtd cbuld hardly fail, at the time of which we speak, 
to come; directly or indirectly, under influences of 
another kind. The reappearance, on the banks. of 
the J otdan, of the old austere N azarite life of the 
Baptist, the rules of actiort which he imposed on his 
disciples; his preaching of repentance 'and of bapti'sm 
as the· outward sign of forgiveness,' could not:failto 
attract the attention of all communities of ihe:Es'sene 
typ~ irn Palestine or elsewhere. I have elsewhere 
endeavoured to shew that the history of Manaen;1 

the foster-brother of Herod the Tetrarch, is probably 
an example of the influence thus widely exercised. 
1 will assume, then, that the waves of the impulse 
thus given had spread as far as that community of 
Therapeutce which I suppose Apollos to have joined, 
that he had there learned something of the new 
proclamation that had gone forth from tlie hera:ld 
ofl''th~ Kingdom-something oLthe deat,h .. of that 

1 Biblical Studies, p. 376~ 
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herald, and of the Just One to whom he had pointed; 
of the incidents of brutal mockery and outrage which 
had marked the latter, of the new phrases which 
were beginning to gain ground among the disciples 
of both. At this stage of progress, before any dis
tinct preaching of the Gospel of Christ had reached 
him, I believe the Wisdom of Solomon to have been 
written. The form of pseudonymous authorship, or, 
to speq.k more accurate! y, of dramatic personation, 
as a legitimate form of authorship, had, in the judg
ment of most modern critics, an illustrious precedent 
in the Book of Ecclesiastes, and d!d not bring with it 
the stigma of conscious dishonesty. One who felt 
that the half- Epicurean half- cynical tone which 
seems to predominate in the Confessions of the 
Preacher did but inadequately represent the teach
ing of the great sage of Israel, and who, with the 
glowing enthusiasm for virtue which Philo had 
inspired, wished to . shew that the wisdom which 
Solomon had taught was in harmony with that of 
those who stood highest among the sages of Greece, 
would be led, naturally enough, to take him as the 
mouthpiece through which to utter what he looked 
on as a message alike to Jew and H eathen.1 

6. It remains to ask how far the book itself 
harmonizes with, or suggests, the main facts of this 
ideal biography. W c have already seen that it 
bears throughout the traces of Alexandrian culture, 
that it reproduces to a large extent the thoughts and 
phraseology qf Philo. The scholar, like the master, 

x It may be noted, as in some degree suggestive of the personation, 
that the Hebrew name by which Philo was known among his own 
countrymen is said to have· been Jedidiah, the name which the 
prophet Nathan gave to the historical Solomon. (2 Sam. xii. 25.) 
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dwells much on the workings of the Divine Provi
dence (llpovola); on the excellence of wisdom; on the 
four great ethical virtues-Justice, Prudence, Forti
tude, Temperance (viii. 7); on the energy of the 
Divine Logos as creative and almighty; on the mys
tical cosmic symbolism of the High Priest's "vest
ments. He reproduces almost verbally the selfsame 
arguments on the folly of idolatry. And yet, if I 
mistake not, in spite· of this resemblance, we feel as 
we read the Wisdom of Solomon that we are in con
tact with a more real writer. He is less elaborately 
rhetorical, less artificially ingenious in hunting out 
mystic meanings in plain facts, and spiritualizes rather 
than allegorizes history. Both in his treatment of the 
AQ,yo<? and of the Divine work of creation he Plato
nizes less than Philo. Still more is the influence of 
such higher teaching as I have assumed traceable. in 
the new elements which appear in the work of the 
disciple. · Philo speaks much of Virtue ; but, after 
the manner of most of his Greek teachers, com
paratively little of repentance. In the Book of Wis
dom, on. the contrary, the thought of repentance is' 
prominent. The long-suffering of God in executing 
judgment by little and little gave men a " place of 
repentance" (To7l'"O<? fLITavolar;) (xii. 10). His judg
ments taught his children to be of a good hope 
that He gave "repentance for sins" (xii. 19). Philo 
sees in the serpent of the history of the Fall a 
symbol of pleasure, and in the sentence of death 
the loss of the higher life of the intellect, and says 
nothing of a personal tempter. The Wisdom of 
<Solomon, tracing the . evil to its source, affirms that 

· it was " by envy of the devil that death entered into 
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the world" (ii. 24:). · · So, too, we may note the pro· 
minence ofwords 'and phrases which ultimately came 
to have a definite significance in the life of Chris
tians, ·and which, even iri their less definite state, 
were signs of an advance upon the theology of the 
Alexandrian lecture-room. "Grace and mercy" (the 
xaptr; Ka£ €7-..eor; of the Pastoral Epistles) "are with the . 
elect of God " (iii. 9; iv. I 5). There is a Holy 
Spirit, that guides and teaches men (i. 5), sent from 
on high, the gift of God (ix. I 7). So the righteous. 
sufferer is shewn the "kingdom of God"' (x. 10). 
The misery of evil-doers is that they know not " the 
way of the Lord." \\1. 7), nor" the mysteries of God" 
(ii. 22). He sees in 'the brazen serpent a symbol of 
salvation, a memorial (avaf£V7Jcm) of the command
ment: ''He who· turned to it was not saved by the 
thing which he saw, but by thee, that art the 
Saviour of all'! (xvi. 7). Above all, there is the 
thought of the Fatherhood of God as loving, correct
ing, chastising (xi. 9--'I I); the vivid portraiture of the 
righteous sufferer, !so strangely like the great :Pattern 
and Representative. of all such sufferers (~i. 1'2 . ..,.,20). 

There are not '*anting, however, yet more distinct 
traces cif the influente of the ascetic teaching of the 
Therapeutce Upon 'the .. writer of this book.· The 
very word which g<ive them their name, and which 
was ' alri:wst ' as ·technical a term among · them as 
"entering' on' religion," in the ~·ense of joining a 
monastic order, was in the speech of mediceval 
Christendom, is : used by him, - " Wisdom de· 
livered from pain· those that attended · on her, 
(ToUr; 8epa7rwcrcwra<; auT~v) (x. 9). The thought which 
Philo ascribes to them; that they led lives of celibacy, 
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not by constraint, or . as deeming marriage to be 
impure, .but as seeking immortal rather than mortal 
offspring, i. e., the holy thoughts which each soul 
can produce by itself when the Divine light of the 
Father has been sown in it (de V£t. Cont. p. 616), 
is precisely that to which the writer of the Book of 
Wisdom gives a ·conspicuous place. " Blessed is the 
barren that is undefiled; .... she shall have fruit 
in the visitation of souls" (iii. I 3). " Better it is to 
h:;we no children and to have virtue ; for the memo
rial thereqf is immortal : because it is known with 
God and with men " (iii. I). 

7· Lastly I would call attention to what seeins to 
rrie the abrupt conclusion of the tveatise .. The writer 
appears to. have entered on a survey of the history 
of lsraeh works it up to a ·certain point with •an 
elaborate and rhetorical fulness;· and then suddenly 
stops short. It is as though some change had come 
over tme colour of his thoughts, as though some new 
conviction had pointed to a new plan of work, and had 
led him to. leave his task unfinished. Is it altogether 
a wild conjecture that that new impulse came from 
the knowledge that "the way of the Lord" had been 
revealed in the form .of a special call to repentance, 
and that it was his work now to be arnong the 
preachers of that repentance, who were thus to 
prepare the way ? 

8. And so we pass to that which is at least a 
definite and tangible fact,-the first appearance· of 
Apollos as a worker in the Church of Christ. He 
then appears as " a certain Jew of Alexa,ndria : an 
eloquent man and mighty in the Scriptures, instructed 
in the. way of, the Lord; fervent in the spirit, speak-
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ing and teaching diligently the things of the Lorci," 
and yet as "knowing only the baptism of John" 
(Acts xviii. 24). Let us remember what that last 
limitation implies. It means nothing less than that 
he to whom it referred had never been in fellowship 
with the Church of Christ since the new life which 
came upon it on the day of Pentecost-had no share 
in the gift of the Spirit, knew nothing of the faith 
in Christ crucified as . the ground of hope, nothing 
even of the fact of Christ's resurrection. He came 
simply, as the Baptist had come, as a preacher of 
repentance, with a high standard of righteousness, 
and an earnest eloquence in enforcing it. The 
" things of the Lord" must be taken, like " the 
way of the Lord," in their widest sense. They 
. may· have been what the writer of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews calls "the first principles of the 
doctrine of Christ " (note the Alexandrian tone 
of the phrase, resembling what we find both in 
Philo and the Book of Wisdom, - ra UTOtXE'ia ri]~ 

apxfi~), but they did not include even the outlines 
of the Church's distinctive creed. And so Aquila 
and Priscilla, when they heard him speak boldly 
in the synagogue, " took him and expounded unto 
him the way of God more perfectly." We are not 
told what brought this Alexandrian Jew to Ephesus, 
nor do I pretend that even the view which I main
tain throws much light, if any, upon that question. 
All that can be said is, that E phesus seems in some 
way or other to have been the scene, probably at an 
earlier date, of a mission-work of the same character. 
St. Paul, on his return to that city a few months 
1~ter. finds there . certain disciples who had been 
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baptized only unto John's baptism-who had" not so 
much as heard whether there was any Holy Ghost" 
bestowed as the gift of God on those who had 
believed in Christ. (Acts xix. 2.) The Apostle 
knew them, it would seem, by their looks or manner 
of life, by their Essene -like austerity, perhaps 
by their gloom and depression, perhaps by their' 
holding aloof from the meetings of other disciples. 
These may, of course, have been among the fruits of 
the work of A poll os as a preacher; but it seems hardly 
probable, on that assumption, that their teacher 
would not have imparted to them the higher know
ledge to which he had himself been led; and I incline, 
therefore, to the belief that we may see in them an 
independent instance of the wide - spread effect of 
the preaching of .the Baptist. The report that such 
a work was going on at Ephesus may possibly 
have reached the Therapeutce of Egypt, at the time 
when A poll os was passing through the first stage 
of conviction, and hence determined the direction 
of his steps on his first entrance on his new work. 

9· In any case, the teaching of Aquila and Pris
cilla was to him what that of the unnamed monk at 
Erfurt was to Luther, what that of William Law 
was to W esley, They "expounded to him the way 
of God more perfectly," and that way of God (note 
the connection of the phrase with the term oi ri]r; 

ooov-" those of the way,"-as a synonym for. be
lievers in Christ) was, in the nature of things, essen
tially Pauline. Justification by' faith in Christ, the 
death of Christ as a sacrifice for sin, the Messiah
ship of J es·1s, as proved by the correspondence of 
his life and death with prophecies and types,-this 
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was whcrt they, the fellow-workers and friends of 
Paul, must of neces~ity have imparted to him. And 
they found in him an apt and ready hearer. They 
recognized in him one who was qualified to carry 
on to completion the work which St. Paul .. had 
begun, and they. sent him to Corinth with letters 
of commendation, in the assurance that Greeks and 
Jews· there would appreciate the eloquen~e which 
he had gained by his Alexandrian culture. And 
they were not 9isappointed. He "helped them 
much that had believed through grac~, and mightily 
convinced the Jews, and that publicly, shewing by 
the Scriptures that Jesus was the Christ," takiqg, £.e., 
the very line which was afterwards taken,,· more ex
haustively than in any other portio~; of the New 
Testament, in ·the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

· 10. Of the effect of his work at Corin~h,,.and of its. 
probable connection with the reputation previously 
gained by thework wh;ich I ascribe, to him,;'l have. 
already in part spok~n.. It is obvious that those. 
who followed him and made him, against ljlis will,, 
th~ leader of a ,-par~y, did. so on the groun,d. c(i)f his 
h~gher wisdom anc1 more. persuasive eloquence. They 
liked the co~pc;>.!'jite words, the ring ~~d.rhythm of 
Alexandrian p~r~ods, the assonan,ce which empha
sizes ·so many pa~sage~ in the Wisdon1 of Solo111on, 
and not a few in the. Epistle to the ,Hebrews.1 St. 

• I give the following instances from both Bboks: I. Compound or 
new words. (A) Bopk of Wisdom : 'Y1ripp.axo•-' (x; 20) ; t7roXt~xr6vw~: 
(ii. IO); 1roXvrppovr•r; (ix .. IS); -rravroovvap.o~: (vii. 23); 7ravrE7rtai(01rO!: (vii. 23); 
7rpwro7rAa<Tro~: (vii. I, :10) ;· aOfN'/Jo~<rfwo~: (x. 3) ; ywta1ovpyo~: {xiii. 5) ; · 
VIJ7!'tOI<TOVO!: (xi. 7); TEI<VO'/JoVO!: ,(x. I4, 23); YEV~atcipX'I!: (xiii. 3); ICQI<Of'OX9o(; 
(xv. 8) ; (3paxvrtXf}c (xv. 9) ; pEraiC<pvaa9at (xvi. 2I). (B) Hebrews , 
waOa1roooaia (ii. 2) ; ua(3(3arlup.b!; (iv .. IO); p.trpto7ra9tiv (v.• 2); vv.uEppf)vwro~: · 
(v. 11); aa-auravpovvra~: (vi. 6); 7rXI]pO'flopia (vi. 10); dwraf!Eroc (vi. IS); 
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P;;tul does not quarrel with .his work,· does not chq.rg'~ 
him with any denial or distortion of the Truth; he i~ 
content to see in him dne.who )Vatered where he,l;tad 
planted. who raised the superstructure where he had 
laid the foundation. He implies, )n his allusive 
manner, that he was quitesur.e ,that: he himself, as a 
wise master-builder, had,, la;ic( :th§ qne only fOJ,m9a
tion,-that he was not equally .s·ure that ,the super
structure might not contain i JWOO.d, hay, st)Jhble, a~ 
well as the gold, silver, and pre.cicills r.st0.n~, which 
would bear the test of the :6l:e of: the greq.t d~y. . . As, 
both metaphors were •. essentially Philoniatl ·(pp: 13,. 
36 s), not less than that of the. milk;' for bal;le~ and 
the strong meat of wisdom Jot .the full. grown man 
(p. 39), it is probable that in all three'. there is a 
latent reference to phrases. that had been used by 

yEvm\oyoVJl<VO(; '(vii. 6); JlE'faAwl1iwq (~iii. I) ; . avrirtnrci. (ix. i4); J1lrr9tt'lroo6n}!: 
(xi. 6); tiva).oyil1a119E (xii; 3); aiJlaTEI<XV11ia r{jjc. 72); 1raviJyv<c (xii; 23); 
XP11JlUTi<;OVTa (xii. 25); al1aAWTO(; (xii. 2S) ;,· a<jl<Aapyvpo!; (xiii. 5) .. ' II. Asso~ 
nance and oxymoron. (A) Book of Wisd'om: ITapiJO'evttw-11Vvo~Eurrw (vi, 22) i 
EVJla9wr;-EinrpE1rl;:;!; (xiii. II) ; crnvoxwp<av~crr•val:;ovrE!: (v. 3) ; 11'fiTaJlOi~ 
cltroroJlWf: (v. 23); JlVCTO!J!;-JlVI1rar; (xii. 6); 7rpo&~om.a-1rpo11~01.:la (xvii. 12); 
iiitar; ai~tOT1jTO!;; or l~tOT1JT0(; (ii. 23,, 1 ~e. r. X; (B) Hebrews:' 17roA..iu.rtir ICclt: 
11'0A!JT(l0'11'W!: (i. 1); 7rapa{3aCTt(; «Ut 1rapa,rcorj (ii. 2); ~{ov ra 9f(l!'Ta •ICaf fit'ov 
Ta 7fUVTa (ii. IO); 1rEII,laCT9E1r;-roi(; 11'EII;lQ~OJlEVO!(; (ii. IS); OJ1U9Ev ap' wv 01"a0ev 
(v. S); a:aXoii TE ~eai ~ea«oii (v.' 14); tivarcawil:;nv~avwrravpoiivrar: (vi;· 6) f 
&a~eoviJcravrE!: ~eal ~ta«ovoiivrer; (vi. 10) ; a7faT"!(J--rUJlTJT'fiP (">'ii. 3); JlETSIT](1p<p'; 
-7fl,lOCTS<TX1J"''" (vii. I3); al19evir; «at civw<fl•Xir; (vii. IS) ; {3pwJla11t ICUt. 1l'<JJIUI1' 
(ix. 'Io) ; o<a%1C1J-~<a9epivov (ix: I6H rwv imapx6vrwv~vmxp(tv '(x. 34): 
IIETETsfi1}-JIETE91}«EV-JlETa9s<TEW(; (xi. 5); UOI,l<fTDV w!;,C,pwv (x,i. 27); 6( avacrra~W(:' 
-~epEirrovo~: avacrrci<TEwf: (xi. 34). I might add (Ill.), as common to both 
bboks, the rhetorical use of a series of adjectives or verbs without a: 
conjunction, of which we have examples in Wisd.;viii. 2z, .z]; xiv.·2.5; 
Heb. vii. 26; xi. 33, 34, 37. In this respect bpth follow, haw( pass{'bus 
aquis, in the footsteps of Philo, and neither attains to. the 'stancfard of 
the portentous phenomenon, exhibited by' him, of ~' sentence· of I47 
adjectives thus strung one after another.,. It is: obvious that these 
~esemblances in style take their place, ~ith almost .as much force' 
as those in.actual words and phrases, among the evidence for .identitY: 
of authorship. · · 
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Apollos and had been taken up and echoed by his 
followers. 

We gather, indeed, from the very Epistle which 
thus tells of the nature of his work, and of the 
peril which it brought with it, that Apollos was no 
willing sharer in the position forced upon him by 
his admirers. He had withdrawn from Corinth, 
probably with " letters of commendation" from that 
Church (2 Cor. iii. 1), like those which he had 
brought with him, and had returned to the scene 
of his former labours at Ephesus. He was with 
St. Paul ·in . that city at the time when the Epistle 
was ·written, altd the few words in which he is 
mentioned (r Cor. xvi. 12) bring out with wonderful 
clearness the reciprocated confidence of the two 
teachers,-the absence of jealousy in the one, of 
ambition in the other. The Apostle wishes the 
eloquent preacher to go back to Corinth and con
tinue his work there. Apollos decides not to go, 
lest he might in any way countenance the partizan
ship of his followers. The humility which was 
shewn when the Alexandrian scholar, with all his 
fame for wisdom, sat at the feet of the tent-maker 
of Pontus to learn a wisdom higher than his own, 
had been strengthened by his experience of the 
spiritual life into which he had been led, and he is 
content to efface himself, rather than appear even 
as the rival of the great Apostle. 

1 I. I venture to think with Alford, on the hypo
thesis that Apollos was the writer of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews, that we have in this self-suppression 
an explanation of the absence from that Epistle of 
the name of the writer at least as satisfactory as any 
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of those which have been given on. the assumption 
that St. Paul, who had proclaime.d that his signature 
was the token in every Epistle (2 Thess. iii. 1 7), 
made this an exception to the rule, and for once 
wrote anonymously, and in a style utterly unlike 
that which he habitually used. The earlier treatise 
had been anonymous, so also should be the latter. 
Apollos was content, now as before, to sacrifice praise 
and fame rather than incur the .risk of once more 
being set up as the leader of a school against the 
Master whom he honoured. There was a truer im
mortality to be obtained, a more everlasting memorial 
to be left behind him, than that after which he had 
once passionately thirsted (Wisd. viii. I 3). I see in 
this, also, the solution of what would otherwise be 
a somewhat difficult problem. If there is any one 
Epistle in which, from its treatment of the higher 
mysteries of faith, we should have expected stress to 
be laid on the attainment of wisdom, it would. have 
been this to the Hebrews. And yet, singularly 
enough, that word, in ·all its forms, is conspicuously 
absent from it. It is as though the writer delibe·· 
rately turned away from it, even when, as in vi. 1-4, 
it l~Y directly in his path, lest it should prove once 
mar~ a stumbling-block to himself and others. 

I 2. The solitary notice of Apollos after his second 
departure from Ephesus (Tit. iii. I 3), has been al
ready referred to as indicating the nature of the 
feelings with which St. Paul, almost at the close of 
his career, regarded him. It is not unsuggestive, 
however, from another point of view, in connection 
with his life and labours. " Bring Zenas, the lawyer, 
and Apollos on their journey diligently, that nothing 

VOL. I. 2i 
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may be wanting to them." Of the man who is here 
named as his companion in travel and feJlow-labourer 
we find absolutely nothing beyond this isolated 
mention of his name. But the fact that we find 
A poll os in his company is· not without significance 
in its bearing on our main argument. The term 
" lawyer" must obviously be taken, with hardly the 
shadow of a doubt, in the sense in which it is used 
in the Gospels, as denoting a sub-section of the class 
of Scribes. It was a " lawyer" who, in his admira
tion of the answers which our Lord had given to 
the PhariseGs and Sadducees, put the testing ques
tion, "Which is the great commandment of the 
Law?" (Matt. xxii. 35·) It was against the 

-" lawyers," as distinct in some way from Pharisees 
and Scribes, that our Lord uttered a special woe, as 
"having taken away the key of knowledge" (Luke 
ix. 52). So far as I know, the word was used by 
the Jews only or chiefly of the Scribes of Jerusalem, 
and would seem to have described those who, in con
tradistinction to the Pharisees and Scribes of their 
schools, with their reverence for the traditions of the 
Elders, dwelt much, if not exclusively, on the Law 
(including, perhaps, the Mishna) and on tho~e hidden 
treasures of the House of the Interpreter to which 
the words "key of knowledge" manifestly pointed. 
Of some at least of these we know that they acknow
ledged that the Prophet of Nazareth had proclaimed 
an etem:1l Truth-that the love of God and man was 
"more than all whole burnt-offerings and sacrifices," 
that they were " not far from the kingdom of God " 
(Mark xii. 32-34). \Vith one of these, then, con
verted and believing in Christ, known, as the article 
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seems to indicate, to the Christian community, we 
find Apollo~ associated, and the association could 
not have been without its influence on his teaching 
and his life. His Alexandrian training, with its 
slightly Hellenic tendencies, would be supplemented 
by the thoughts of one whose search into the inner 
meaning of the Law had been influenced by his daily 
contact with the Temple and its ritual,-who had 
learnt to see burnt-offerings and sacrifices in their 
relation, first to the eternal Law of Love, and next to 
the everlasting Sacrifice. Such an one, too, would be 
naturally in communication with the Hebrews, strictly 
so called, in the Churches of Palestine. That the 
two were found together in Crete, where the errors 
that prevailed were mainly Jewish fables and "com
mandments of men" (Tit. i. 14), propagated by 
men who acted "from a love of filthy lucre," whose 
"mind and conscience were defiled," who were much 
occupied in "genealogies and contentions and striv
ings about the law" (Tit. i. 15 ; iii. 9 ), and that they 
met with St. Paul's entire approval, is a proof that 
their teaching on these matters was entirely in 
accordance with his own. I find, then, here another 
missing link connecting the eloquent Jew of Alex
andria with the Epistle to the Hebrews, and shewing 
how the scholar of Philo became in the fullest sense. 
of the word a "scribe well instructed unto the king
dom of heaven, bringing forth out of his treasure 
things new and old." 

I do not wish to lay too much stress on the force 
of a conjunction, but I cannot refrain from calling 
attention to the words which follow the mention of 
Zenas and Apollos. "And let our's als~o learn to 
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maintain good works for necessary uses" (Tit. iii. 14). 
" Our's also." Does not this imply a reference to 
another community, suggested by these two names, 
as distinguished from those who looked to St. Paul 
as their guide and teacher ? Are we not led to think 
of that community as leading a life like that of the 
Essenes and Therapeutce, supplying their own simple 
wants by the labour of their own hands, and so 
becoming an example to other Christians to which 
St. Paul could point as worthy of imitation? 

I 3· What I have assumed to have been the 
previous history of the writer of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews will, in part, help us in dealing with the 
vexed question, Who were those Hebrews ? A 
discussion of the hypotheses which have been main
tained by different commentators, that they were the 
Jews of Palestine at large, or of Ccesarea, or Alex
andria, or Corinth, or Rome, would carry me beyond 
the limits to which I must now confine myself. I 
must be content with setting forth the conclusion. to 
which the phenomena of the case have led me, and 
which seems to me to include and explain them all. 

The character and the earlier life of A poll os, being 
5Uch as we have seen them to be, would, we may 
believe, lead him, in pursuance of that aim at self
effacement of which I have already spoken, to avoid 
building again on St. Paul's foundation; to turn to 
regions in which the Apostle had not laboured; to 
address himself to those who were strangers at least 
to his personal teaching. The sympathies of such 
a man would be likely, on the other hand, to draw 
him to those whose experience had been in some 
measure like his own, who were in the various stages 
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of the path along which he himself had travelled, 
living as he once had lived. · I conceive the Hebrews, 
then, to whom the Epistle is addressed, to have been 
for the most part members of Essene or Therapeutic 
communities, wherever they were to be found, with 
special reference to that Egyptian society with which 
he himself had once probably been connected. It 
will be remembered that Philo describes the two 
communities in the same terms of praise, as leading 
lives after the same pattern ; that the word Essene, 
according to the most probable etymology, is iden
tical with the word Therapeutce; that Eusebius 
speaks even of the Egyptian society that bore the 
latter name as consisting of Hebrews. (H. E., 
ii. I 7·) By a somewhat curious coincidence, he, 
assuming them to have been Christians, names the 
Epistle to the Hebrews as being one of the books 
to which their deeper study of Scripture would lead 
them to give special attention. 

14. It will be seen, if I mistake not, that this 
hypothesis has at least the merit of throwing light 
on the main scope and argument of the Epistle and 
clearing up some of its peculiar difficulties. The 
stress laid in the opening section of it on the higher 
excellence of the name of the Christ as compared 
with the angels, has a special force if we think of it 
as addressed to those who, like the Essenes, were 
drifting towards Angelolatry, and dwelt on the names 
of the Angels with a mysterious a we (J osephus, B. J'. 
ii. 87). The list of the truths which the writer 
includes in the "first principles " of the doctrine of 
Christ, and of which it is remarkable that they do 
n0t contain one specifically Christian dogma-that 
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they begin with repentance and faith, not towards 
Christ, but towards God,-and then pass on, not to 
the doctrine of baptism in the definitely Christian 
sense, but to a doctrine of ablutions (/3a7rTta-l"i;JV), in
cluding both Jewish lustrations and such a rite as 
that which the Baptist administered, is just such as 
would obtain in a community of Therapeut<e ac
customed to manifold washings, who had so far 
entered into the way of the Lord and been baptized 
with John's baptism. The sharp tone of reproof in 
which the writer speaks is natural if he is addressing 
a society who had laid that foundation many years 
before, and had hardly yet got beyond it, even 
though·. they had learnt to call themselves disciples 
of the Crucified. So, too, the earnest exhortation thatr 
those to whom the Epistle was addressed should hold 
fast their profession, having their "hearts sprinkled 
from an evil conscience and their bodies washed 
with pure water" (Heb. x. 22), while it admits a 
possible reference to baptism, seems to find a far 
more natural explanation when we connect it with the 
practice that prevailed among Essene. communities 
(a practice which they had no reason to abandon on 
becoming Christians) of bathing every day before 
they met together for prayer and praise (] osephus, 
!.c.). So, too, the stress laid on the duty of obedience 
to governors and rulers, of a loving remembrance 
of rulers who had passed away (Heb. xiii. 7, 1 7), 
though applicable to all Christian societies, has a 
special fo~ce, if we think of the writer as speaking 
to men living under the same roof, a band of 
brother~ governed by one head. The precepts, 
" Let marriage be honourable in all things and 
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the bed undefilcd" (obviously the right rendering 
of the words), and " Let your mode of life be 
free from the love of money," and " Be not for
getful to entertai.1 strangers" (Heb. xiii. 1-4), 
are altogether adapted to those who lived as the 
Essenes and Therapeutce did, either in . absolute 
chastity or in the strictest married purity, and 
who counted nothing that they earned their own, 
but had all things in common. The danger to 
which such societies were liable in time of per
secution was that of falling back upon the simple 
monastic life in the strict sense of the word-a life 
of absolute isolation-and therefore they needed the 
injunction not "to forsake the assembling of them
selves together" (Heb. X. zs), to maintain the 
7rapp1Ja"{a, which was so characteristic of the writer of 
the Epistle himself (Acts xviii. 26; Heb. iii. 6; iv~ 
16; x. 19, 35). Lastly, in the catalogue of the
unnamed sufferers and heroes of faith with which. 
the eleventh Chapter ends, we may surely see a 
reference not only to the Maccabean martyrs or to· 
legends that had gathered round the history of the· 
Old Testament, but to the more recent outrages •. 
almost unparalleled in their atrocity, to which the 
Jews had been exposed at Alexandria in the time of 
Caligula, and from which we cannot imagine the 
Therapeutce, whether Jewish or Christian, to have: 
been altogether exempt, even though those ·who 
survived, and whom the writer addressed, had not 
suffered more than the "spoiling of their goods" 
(Heb. x. 36). Taking the best established reading 
of the words which follow (a"vvE'TT'ae~a"aTE ,-ot:r; OEO"f-t{w;), 

we may well think of them as shewing their sym-
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pathy with those who had been prisoners during 
that persecution. 

1 5· It would require a separate paper to shew 
fully how th.e whole argument of the Epistle, in like 
manner, while full of meaning and interest for all 
Hebrews and all Christians, becomes at every step 
more intelligible, if we think of it as addressed to 
those who, though earnest, pure, devout, had not yet 
attained to a clear view of the relation of the new 
Covenant to the old, and who were already familiar 
with a system of interpretation so far-reaching in its 
allegories that those given by the writer would 
seem plain and natural. The earnest calls to re
pentance, or rather to avoiding the sins which make 
a second repentance, such as they had once passed 
through, impossible, would come with a special force 
from one who had commenced his work as a 
preacher by reproducing the message of the Baptist. 
The numer.:ms coincidences between the phraseology 
of the Epistle and that of Philo, which have been 
already pointed out, and which were almost the first 
phenomena that suggested the authorship of Apollos, 
acquire a new significance if we think of it as ad
dressed to those to whom the writings of Philo had 
been of 9ld familiar, who would welcome each 
familiar word and turn of thought, to whom even 
suth phrases as "the high-priest of our profes
sion" (o apxtepev~ rflr; op,oXoy{ar;, iii. I), and "looking 
unto Jesus " ( acf>opowrer; elr; 'lTJU'ovv, xii. 2 -in Philo, 
a71"o(3Xe'fra'> el" 'lTJU'ouv, of the historical Joshua), would 
bring back the memories of an earlier stage in 
their religious life. The very survey of the history 
of Israel. to bring- out, as by a complete induction. the 
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true nature of the faith by which a man is justified, 
would have a special interest and force with those 
who· had already travelled. along the path of that 
history under the guidance of Philo's writings, or 
under the personal teaching of the writer of the 
Book of Wisdom. 

16. I m,ay add, lest I should be thought to have 
passed over evidence more or less material, that I 
have purpo?ely refrained from what might have 
been adduced in support of the position I have 
maintained, the assumption, £.e,, that the description 
of the Tabernacle (in Chap. ix), apparently at variance 
with Old Testament descriptions both of the Taber
nacle and Temple, might be explained by supposing 
the writer to have drawn from his recollection of 
the rival temple erected by the Egyptian 1 ews at 
Leontopolis. Much as my case would have been 
strengthened. had I been able to adduce that coin
cidence, and high as is the authority which might be 
cited on its behalf, I cannot say that I think there is 
sufficient evidence to justify me in laying any stress 
on it. The history of that strange episode of the 
Leontopolis temple has never yet been satisfactorily 
written, and, as far as I know, there are no adequate 
materials for writing it ; and we know too little of its 
structure or ritual, or of its relation to the life of 
devout 1 ews in Alexandria or elsewhere, to be able 
to speak of it with any certainty. For a like reason, 
too, I lay no stress on the conjectural identification 
of the " E pis to la ad Alexandrinos," mentioned in 
the Muratorian Fragment, with the Epistle to the 
Hebrews, though it would in part confirm my argu
ment. That Epistl~ is described in the Fragment as 
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" Paulino nomine ficta," and must therefore have 
differed from the Epistle to the Hebrews in bearing 
the Apostle's name. It is said to have been written 
to ~upport the heresy of Marcion ; and the whole 
tenor of the Epistle to the Hebrews is against that 
heresy. If I were to venture on the region of pure 
conjecture, I should be disposed to surmise that the 
Epistle which I assign to• Apollos had found its way 
into circulation among the Christians of. Alexandria, 
and, being anonymous, had been ascribed by some to 
the Apostle with whose teaching it was in substantial 
agreement, and that the apocryphal Epistle of St. 
Paul to the Alexandrians was a device of the Mar
cionist party to counteract its influence. 

1 7· Having thus set aside the broken reeds on 
which I do not care to lean, I will ask leave to add 
one or two elements of evidence of more or less 
weight which have come before me since my former 
paper was in type. (r) We have seen that Clement 
of Rome is the first writer who quotes either the 
Wisdom of Solomon or the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
and that he quotes from both, in the same way, as 
writings with which he was familiar, but to which he 
does not ascribe any apostolic or inspire9. authority. 
They do' not as yet stand with him on the level of 
Scripture. I note in connection with this that it 
was in the Church of Rome, where we find thus the 
first trace of the Epistle to the Hebrews, that we 
also find the steadiest reluctance to admit its Pauline 
authorship, as though there was some traditional 
know ledge, though the author was not known, that 
it was not by the Apostle. (2) As Clement of 
Rome quotes from both books, so also does his 
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namesake of Alexandria, with more distinctness, 
indeed, ascribing the Epistle to St. Paul, and speak
ing of the Book of Wisdom as Divine (Strom. iv. 
16, 17), but. bringing his quotations into the closest 
possible juxtaposition. (3). I find, again, that among 
the lost writings of Irenceus is enumerated one "on 
various passages of the Wisdom of Solomon and 
the Epistle to the Hebrews." (Euseb .. H.E. v. 26.) 
From our ordinary point of view it would be hard 
to understand the principle of grouping implied in 
this selection. What should bring two writings 
standing, from that point of view, on so different 
a level, into such close neighbourhood ? I venture 
to think that the hypothesis which I have now 
maintained explains this, as it explains other diffi
culties. Assume that the books were by the same 
author, tho.ugh the authorship remained in .ob
scurity, and it would be natural that they should 
for a time be transcribed and circulated together. 
I cannot resist the conviction that if one could get 
a catalogue of the contents of the shop of a Christian 
bookseller in the obscurer quarters of Rome or 
Alexandria or Corinth (and such shops there must, 
in the nature of things, have been) at the close of 
the first century, there would be found among 
Gospels, Acts, Revelations, and E pis ties, some 
genuine and some spurious, some still extant and 
some lost for ever, one manuscript volume .of which 
the vendor would speak as of deep interest, though 
the writer was unknown, and that that volume 
would c:ontain the two books which I have ventured 
to claim as the writings of Apollos. 

E. H. PLVMPTRE. 


